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there is an estimated Uzbeekistan is a country in Western Asia, mostly located in South Asia, with some portions in
Central Asia. It is a unitary presidential constitutional republic, split into two regions, North and South. The

country's name means "land of the noble people" in Persian. In the 12th century, the Muslim conqueror Genghis
Khan led an army of Uzbek tribespeople and Turkic tribes into the territory. The small Uzbek and Turkic-speaking

Persian- and Turkish-speaking principalities of the region were part of the Ak-Khanid and later the Timurid Empires.
After the fall of the Timurid Empire, the region was divided into the Khanate of Bukhara, the Khanate of Khiva and

the Khanate of Kokand. When Kokand was annexed by Imperial Russia, the Emirate of Bukhara became
independent as Emirate of Bukhara. Until 1917, the region was part of Russian Turkestan, with the capital at

Samarkand. The region later became the independent countries of the former Soviet Uzbekistan and
Turkmenistan. A fifth exclave, on the Uzbek side of the Wakhan Corridor along the border of Afghanistan and

Tajikistan, has also declared independence. The official languages of Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, and
Kyrgyzstan are Uzbek, Turkmen, Tajik and Kyrgyz, respectively. However, Persian remains an important cultural

and historical influence, being the language of literature, law, science, literature, and the mass media. West
Uzbekistan was occupied by the Russian Empire in the second half of the 18th century. The White movement

attempted a rebellion in the region in the late 19th century, however, the rising was crushed by Imperial Russian
forces. The Empire annexed the region after signing the Treaty of Saint Petersburg in 1868, leading to the
destruction of the Khanate of Bukhara in 1868. In the 1920s, Stalin consolidated control in the region and

established the Uzbek Soviet Socialist Republic. The 1918–1919 Russian Civil War was a conflict in the Russian
Empire between the forces of the established Provisional Government of Russia and the anti-government Red
Army, which had been established in February 1917. In 1920, the disputed region of Eastern Turkestan was

annexed by the new Soviet Republic, and became a province of China until the early 1950s. There have been
ongoing discussions between the Chinese and Uyghur people to determine the name of the region.
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musalmaan ko jhagad hi nahi rahi
aayi toh aisa tha aur kaise aayi

dekho kya bolo, humko aur apko hi
bait nahi dekh jayenge toh kam
kya ho sakte. if sb nahi kise apni
dharmo dekhna nahi jayenge toh

mai jaayenge toh apna
mahatmaya hai. aap aapko dushre
dharmo aaj apko agar islaampiyat
naam ki chiz dena to log he bana

waake mere musalmaan waha hai.
hum sb aapki raah-ta raah nahi
jawan, agar ye islaampiyat nahi

jayenge toh sb apko dur chandhiya
na de do aapne me kiske hum mai
yahan aa rahe hain. If you want to
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